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Make no mistake, the Beretta Xtrema2 set the standard for 

all autoloaders. Others tried to follow, but the Xtrema2 

remains the choice of serious waterfowlers. The truth is that 

that no other inertia or gas autoloader can match the Xtrema2 

for corrosion protection, reliability, recoil reduction, and 

simplicity of maintenance. In fact, the Xtrema2 has more recoil 

reduction features than any other autoloading shotgun on 

the planet. It will pound out shot after shot, season after 

season—even generation after generation. No wonder that 

in the relentless pursuit of excellence, our engineers set the 

benchmark for a “do-it-all” shotgun with the Xtrema2:

- Shooting Illustrated’s “shotgun of the year.” 

“No one–repeat 

BERETTA GAS OPERATED VS. INERTIA 

Gas Operation Recoil Reduction System Corrosion Resistant

Xtrema2 . KICK-OFF Technology AQUA Technology

Benelli NO Comfort-Tec NO

Remington . NO NO

Browning . NO NO

www.berettausa.com

                         Beretta’s unique self-compensating gas 

operation system is considered the best and 

most reliable in the world. Recoil is significantly 

reduced,   as the system automatically vents the 

excess gases of even the most powerful shells. 

This action simply can’t be match by inertia-

operated shotguns,   which in cycling the action 

transfers 100% of the recoil signature to the 

shooter,   and creates a very short “operating 

window” for the shotgun to function. The 

Beretta system uses only the gas it needs to 

cycle;   the shotgun has a “reserve” of energy, 

  introducing more gas into the cylinder and 

increasing the pressure until the action cycles.  

The result is the most reliable,   durable shotgun 

that performs time after time,   every time.

A391 XTREMA2 MAX-4 HD KICK-OFF 



Beretta’s new Kick-Off hydraulic dampening reduction system reduces recoil 

an astounding 44% more than its closest rival by using two hydraulic recoil 

dampers incorporated into the stock “spacer” unit. The recoil energy is gradually 

dissipated by the hydraulic dampers, resulting in superior comfort for the shooter.
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Xtrema2 
with Kick-Off

Brand A    Brand B     Brand C     Brand D    Brand E

Comparison Test of Recoil Force: 
Xtrema2 with Kick-Off vs. Major Competitors
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Optional Kick-Off hydraulic 

dampening reduction system 

reduces recoil dramatically.

no one–makes a better waterfowl gun.”

 Using accelerated salt-spray testing,  the 

unprotected steel barrel section (top) shows 

corrosive effects, whereas the Aqua Technology–

protected barrel (bottom) looks brand new. In 

fact, the Xtrema2 is the only gun to have passed 

a 150-hour salt-spray test with no signs of 

corrosion. Also, all steel par ts are now 

manufactured from stainless steel or are plated 

with either: nickel, Bruniton, PVD, Aqua Film 

(receiver & barrel) or chrome (barrel, bore and 

bolt), making the Xtrema2 a match for even the 

most extreme environments.

UNTREATED

TREATED

The world’s most advanced recoil reduction system100% corrosion resistant



   MODEL CODE GAUGE CHOKE BARREL FINISH

   A391 XTREMA2 SYNTHETIC  J391A26 12 OBF 26" Synthetic

   A391 XTREMA2 SYNTHETIC J391A28 12 OBF 28" Synthetic

   A391 XTREMA2 CAMO AP (ALL PURPOSE) J391J26 12 OBF 26" Camo

   A391 XTREMA2 CAMO MAX-4 HD J391C26 12 OBF 26" Camo

   A391 XTREMA2 CAMO MAX-4 HD J391C28 12 OBF 28" Camo

   A391 XTREMA2 SYNTHETIC KICK-OFF J391D26 12 OBF 26" Synthetic

   A391 XTREMA2 SYNTHETIC KICK-OFF J391D28 12 OBF 28" Synthetic

   A391 XTREMA2 CAMO AP (ALL PURPOSE) KICK-OFF J391K26 12 OBF 26" Camo

   A391 XTREMA2 CAMO MAX-4 HD KICK-OFF J391F26 12 OBF 26" Camo

   A391 XTREMA2 CAMO MAX-4 HD KICK-OFF J391F28 12 OBF 28" Camo

    ACTION
SEMIAUTOMATIC GAS OPERATION WITH TWO-LUG ROTATING BOLT 

AND SELF-COMPENSATING GAS VALVE

    GAUGE 12

    CHAMBER 31/2"

    BARREL LENGTH 26", 28"

    STOCK/FORE-END Synthetic with rubber inlays

    STOCK DROP—COMB 1.34"

    STOCK DROP—HEEL 2.36"

    LENGTH OF PULL
(Non–KICK-OFF Model) 131/4"–143/4"

(KICK-OFF Model) 141/4"

    BUTT PLATE GEL-TEK

    SAFETY Cross-bolt

    TRIGGER Black

    FORE-END Round

    RIB TYPE Flat 1/4" x 1/4"

    SIGHT Metal front bead

    WEIGHT 7.8 lbs

    CARRY CASE Yes

www.berettausa.com



Whether you’re hunting the marshes or the wide-open fields, 

there’s a finish to handle the situation. 

SYNTHETIC AP CAMO MAX-4 HD CAMO

™

“I've been obsessed with waterfowl hunting for 40 years, 
used every ‘ fowling-piece’ known to man, and know this: 
When you need a proven performer, you need a Beretta. 

Th e Xtrema2 is like a hammer-drop it, drag it, tell it lies. 
It’s still gonna work like the day you got it. 

It’s the #1 choice of this professional waterfowler. 
Make it your choice, too.”  

Sean Mann : President, Sean Mann Outdoors

“My Beretta A391 Xtrema2 has been the most 
reliable and dependable shotgun I have ever shot. 

Its design, natural balance and dependability 
have made it my go-to gun. Th e patented KICK-OFF 
system allows me to recover from the shot and get on 

the second and third bird faster, making for greater success.” 

 Fred Zink : Avery Outdoors / Zink Calls

AMERICAN WATERFOWLER



™

“Proven, reliable, durable–no waterfowl gun 

Dressed in camo that disappears in nearly every setting, the AL391 Urika 2 AP is a foil for the gobbler’s 

keen eyesight. This reliable autoloader is a real workhorse, too. Beretta’s self-compensating gas system 

allows for smooth shooting in a wide range of loads, while the Optima-Bore® system reduces recoil and 

improves pattern performance by easing the shot charge’s passage from cylinder to bore. 

AL391 URIKA 2 CAMO AP®   J39TV16

A smooth shooting, long-lasting auto shotgun, the AL391 Urika 2 MAX-4 HD features the most effective 

and up-to-date camo pattern on the market—no matter which flyway you shoot on. Beretta’s well-

proven, self-compensating gas system provides just the right pressure for a wide range of loads, while the 

Optima-Bore® overbored barrel cuts recoil and improves your patterns. 

AL391 URIKA 2 CAMO MAX-4®   J39TU18

For the waterfowler who enjoys his shotgun in basic black and prefers the durability and versatility of a 

synthetic stock, this sleek autoloading shotgun is the answer. The hammer-forged barrel is chrome lined 

for corrosion resistance and easy cleaning, while Beretta’s self-compensating gas valve lets you shoot the 

full range of your favorite ammunition. 

AL391 URIKA 2 SYNTHETIC  J39TT18

www.berettausa.com
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is more tried and tested.”

Success has never been an impediment to innovation at Beretta. Our award-winning AL391 

Urika autoloader sold more than 1.5 million units. But instead of basking in its success, we went 

about making it even better and the Urika 2 was born. This enhanced version is the fastest-, 

easiest, smoothest-handling semiautomatic on the market today—right out of the box. And 

it’s an easy choice for waterfowlers who demand reliability, durability and performance.

AL391 URIKA 2 CAMO AP® AL391 URIKA 2 CAMO MAX-4® AL391 URIKA 2 SYNTHETIC

ACTION
Semiautomatic gas operation 

with self-compensating exhaust valve

Semiautomatic gas operation 

with self-compensating exhaust valve

Semiautomatic gas operation 

with self-compensating exhaust valve

GAUGE 12 12 12

CHAMBER 3" 3" 3”

BARREL LENGTH 26" 28" 26" : 28"

CHOKES OPTIMACHOKE® Plus OPTIMACHOKE® Plus OPTIMACHOKE® Plus

STOCK/FORE-END Synthetic camo with rubber inserts Synthetic camo with rubber inserts Synthetic with rubber inserts

STOCK DROP—COMB 1.34" 1.34" 1.34"

STOCK DROP—HEEL to 2.36” to 2.36" to 2.36"

BUTT PLATE GEL-TEK GEL-TEK GEL-TEK

SAFETY Cross-bolt, reversible for left-handed shooters Cross-bolt, reversible for left-handed shooters Cross-bolt, reversible for left-handed shooters

TRIGGER Black Black Black

FORE-END Standard Standard Standard

RIB TYPE Flat 1/4" x 1/4" Flat 1/4" x 1/4" Flat 1/4" x 1/4"

SIGHT Metal Front Bead Metal Front Bead Metal Front Bead

WEIGHT 7.2 lbs (with KICK-OFF 7.4 lbs) 7.2 lbs (with KICK-OFF 7.4 lbs) 7.2 lbs (with KICK-OFF 7.4 lbs)

CARRY CASE Yes Yes Yes

    MODEL CODE GAUGE CHOKE BARREL FINISH

    AL391 URIKA 2 SYNTHETIC KICK-OFF J39TD18 12 OBF 28" Synthetic

    AL391 URIKA 2 CAMO MAX-4 KICK-OFF J39TE18 12 OBF 28" Camo

    AL391 URIKA 2 CAMO AP (ALL PURPOSE) KICK-OFF J39TR16 12 OBF 26" Camo

    AL391 URIKA 2 SYNTHETIC J39TT18 12 OBF 28" Synthetic

    AL391 URIKA 2 CAMO MAX-4 J39TU18 12 OBF 28" Camo

    AL391 URIKA 2 CAMO AP (ALL PURPOSE) J39TV16 12 OBF 26" Camo



3901 
AMERICAN WATERFOWLER

“Our shotguns worked fantastically 
on our recent trip to Argentina. 

Between the two of us, Frank and I shot 
10,725 rounds of ammo through our Ber-

etta 3901 autoloaders. 
With the high volume of shooting like this, 
the low recoil and fast cycle time gave us 

great shots time after time.” 

 Pete Brownell : Vice President, Brownell ’s, 
World’s largest supplier of f irearms accessories and 

gunsmithing tools.™

 *WEIGHTS ARE APPROXIMATE, DEPENDENT ON WOOD DENSITY AND BARREL LENGTH.

3901 CITIZEN 3901 STATESMAN

ACTION
Semiautomatic gas operation 

with self-compensating exhaust valve

Semiautomatic gas operation 

with self-compensating exhaust valve

GAUGE 12 : 20 12 : 20

CHAMBER 3" 3"

WOOD FINISH Semigloss

STOCK/FORE-END Synthetic Walnut

STOCK DROP—COMB 1.34" 1.34"

STOCK DROP—HEEL 2.36” 2.36"

BUTT PLATE Rubber Rubber

SAFETY
Cross-bolt, reversible 

for left-handed shooters

Cross-bolt, reversible 

for left-handed shooters

RIB TYPE Flat 1/4" x 1/4" Flat 1/4" x 1/4"

SIGHT Steel bead Steel Bead

WEIGHT 7.19 lbs (12 gauge) 6.55 lbs (20 gauge)* 7.19 lbs (12 gauge) 6.55 lbs (20 gauge)*

     MODEL CODE GAUGE CHOKE BARREL FINISH

    3901 CITIZEN, SYNTHETIC J390C16 12 MC3 26" Synthetic

    3901 CITIZEN, SYNTHETIC J390C18 12 MC3 28" Synthetic

    3901 CITIZEN, SYNTHETIC RL J390C26 20 MC3 26" Synthetic

    3901 STATESMAN J390S16 12 MC3 26" Semigloss

    3901 STATESMAN J390S18 12 MC3 28" Semigloss

    3901 STATESMAN J390S26 20 MC3 26" Semigloss

3901 CITIZEN  J309C18 

Made in America, the 3901 Citizen is a true no-nonsense synthetic stock shotgun that you’ll feel comfortable 

throwing behind the seat of your pickup, but it is an old friend you can rely on when the shooting heats up—

no matter what the weather conditions. Featuring the softest-shooting gas system around, a high-strength 

steel alloy hammer-forged barrel and Mobilchoke versatility, the autoloading Citizen is a model of rugged 

reliability, uncomplicated adornment and American pride.

www.berettausa.com

3901 STATESMAN  J390S16 

The 3901 Statesman autoloader is made in America and features semiautomatic gas operation with a self-

compensating exhaust valve, high-strength steel alloy hammer-forged barrel, Mobilchoke versatility, and a 

removable trigger group locked in place by a single pin. The Statesman continues the 3901 family tradition of 

rugged reliability with a simple understated elegance and simple uncomplicated adornment. This is a shotgun 

to be carried into the field with pride and confidence.



Torrential rain. Biting cold. Mud so deep you could drown 

in it. Waterfowl gear needs to be as tough as you are. 

From breathable waterproof jackets to comfortable, warm 

sweaters, Beretta water fowl gear has been tried and 

tested time after time in the most extreme conditions.

APPAREL & ACCESSORIES

AMERICAN WATERFOWLER

MAX4 HAT BE633445 (ONE SIZE)

Complete your camo package with this 

waterproof GORE-TEX f leece-lined 

hat. Drop-down ear f laps for extra 

protection and adjustable locking cord 

for a secure f it.

SHOTGUN SWIFTACH® SLING KIT SL0401160077            

Our ambidextrous Swiftach Sling requires no drilling. 

Simply attach the front loop to the mazgazine tube cap 

and place the gun butt into the molded stock cap at the 

rear. The anti-skid stock cap keeps your gun clean when 

you stand it up in the boat or the blind. Articulated sling 

conforms to either shoulder. 

XTREMA INTERACTIVE WINDSTOPPER  GU6E5057  (SIZES M-XXXL)

Wind Stopper® short jacket with interactive system. Features Uni-control f leece neck lining, shell attachment loops on 

the neck, non-skid shoulder gun rest, waterproof zipper Napoleon pocket, waterproof zipper handwarmer pockets, pit 

ventilation zipper, knitted grip cuff, over/under zipper f lange, extended kidney warmer back, contrast solid underarm 

side panel, Beretta signature on the back.

Shell attachment loops

Non-skid shoulder loops

Waterproof zipper 
Napoleon pocket

Knitted cuffs

Uni-control 
fleece neck lining

Armpit 
ventilation 

zippers

Waterproof zipper 
Handwarmer pocket



 

Removable Beretta 
“ backpack” braces

Inside 
security pockets

Retractable
bi-swing back

Detachable hood

Fleece neck lining

Non-skid shoulder 
gun rest

Waterproof 
handwarmer pockets

Armpit 
ventilation zipper

Magnetic closure
pocket flaps

Full shell box 
pockets with 

drainage

Waterproof
zippered 

sleeve pocket

XTREMA GEAR CAMO WADER JACKET & PARKA

PARKA  GU293445-0860  (SIZES M-XXXL)

JACKET  GU8E3445-0860  (SIZES M-XXXL)

With a GORE-TEX® shell, our parka (full coverage) and wader 

jacket (shorter length to go in the water) were designed specifi-

cally to meet the outerwear performance demands of waterfowl-

ers. Features include waterproof zippers and pockets, non-skid 

shoulder gun rests, a drawstring waist, magnetic pocket flaps, de-

tachable hood, and reinforced pockets big enough to hold a full box 

of shells. In Max-4 camo.

XTREMA GEAR DECOY GLOVES  GL323445 

(SIZES M-XXL)

Our insulated GORE-TEX® gloves are extra long 

in the wrist to keep your hands from getting wet 

when setting decoys.

XTREMA GEAR GLOVES  GL343445  

(SIZES M-XXL)

Adjustable-fit performance gloves, windproof, 

waterproof and warm thanks to GORE-TEX®, 

Windstopper® and Thermore® linings. Beret-

ta’s exclusive nonslip gripping surface.

MAX 4 HAT  BE633445  (ONE SIZE FITS MOST)

Complete your camo package with this waterproof 

GORE-TEX® fleece-lined hat. Drop-down ear flaps, 

adjustable locking cord.

www.berettausa.com



XTREMA GEAR PANTS  CU853445-0860  

(SIZES M-XXXL)

GORE-TEX®  guarantees to keep you dry, and Beretta’s 

experience provides all the features you need: waterproof 

zippers, drainage grommets, high-rise kidney warmer, heavy-

duty belt loops, stride-ease knee, and zippered boot entry. 

In Max-4 camo.

XTREMA GEAR BIBS  CO833445-0860  

(SIZES M-XXXL)

Lightweight Thermore insulation maintains your 

body temperature; waterproof zippers and drainage 

grommets help keep you dry. Adjustable heavy-duty 

shoulder straps, upper handwarmer pockets, 18" 

overboot cover f lange, and high-back kidney warmers. 

In Max-4 camo.

APPAREL & ACCESSORIES

AMERICAN WATERFOWLER

WIND BARRIER SHORT AND LONG ZIP SWEATERS   

LONG ZIP  PU337019  (SIZES M-XL/XXL-XXXL) 

SHORT ZIP  PU347019  (SIZES M-XL/XXL-XXXL)

You’ll f ind pure wool for warmth and rugged good looks 

on the outside of this sweater.  But inside lies the secret: a 

barrier lining that keeps the coldest winds at bay. Fleece-

lined collar, cotton twill gun patches, ribbed-knit cuffs and 

bottom.



www.berettausa.com

Join Sean Mann and the Xtrema2 in this new and 

unique waterfowl series from Beretta. You’ve never 

seen anything like this show before. Helicopters 

create a duck’s-eye view of marshes, fi elds and decoy 

spreads. You’ll see unique perspectives from a hat 

cam, gun cam and even a newly developed dog cam. 

It’s the show that takes waterfowlers to the edge.

ON THE                         NETWORK

UQAN2236


